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This Redbook provides system programmers with a solid understanding of the System Logger component and guidance about how it should be set up for optimum performance with each of the exploiters.




The z/OS System Logger is a function provided by the operating system to exploiters running on z/OS. The number of exploiters of this component is increasing, as is its importance in relation to system performance and availability. This IBM Redbook provides system programmers with a solid understanding of the System Logger component and guidance about how it should be set up for optimum performance with each of the exploiters.

System Logger is an MVS component that provides a logging facility for applications running in a single-system or multi-system sysplex. The advantage of using System Logger is that the responsibility for tasks such as saving the log data (with the requested persistence), retrieving the data (potentially from any system in the sysplex), archiving the data, and expiring the data is removed from the creator of the log records. In addition, Logger provides the ability to have a single, merged, log, containing log data from multiple instances of an application within the sysplex.
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Pediatric Neurology: A Case-Based Review (Rosser, Pediatric Neurology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

The idea for the development of this book arose while preparing for the oral portion of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology board examination. I quickly came to realize that there was no current published collection of cases in pediatric...
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Marketing Strategy MasterclassRoutledge, 2008

	The very best business isn’t born out of hunches, macho tactical skirmishing or simply ‘being busy’, but is the product of careful calculation and understanding customers’ needs, wants and aspirations. Marketing Strategy Masterclass is a ‘how to’ book of marketing strategy focused on doing what our...
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Bash Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006

	In this quick reference, you'll find everything you need to know about the bash shell. Whether you print it out or read it on the screen, this book gives you the answers to the annoying questions that always come up when you're writing shell scripts: What characters do you need to quote? How do you get variable substitution to do...
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Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of a Disruptive TechnologyIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of Disruptive Technology takes a holistic approach to the affects P2P Computing has on a number a disciplines. Some of those areas covered within this book include grid computing, web services, bio-informatics, security, finance and economics, collaboration, and legal issues. Unique in its approach, Peer to...
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Encyclopedia Gothica: A NovelEcw Press, 2011

	Encyclopedia Gothica is a guide through that shadowiest of subcultures: modern Goths. It collects and defines more than 600 words and phrases used by these children of the night so that you too can engage in conversations about deathhawks and rivetheads and who is more u¨bergoth: Bela Lugosi or Robert Smith. Compiled by acclaimed Goth...
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Professional Sitecore DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012


	RECENT YEARS HAVE SEEN DRAMATIC EXPANSION in the use of mobile computing and social media

	on the Internet. Organizations show increasing interest in web analytics, and will soon comprehend

	the importance of engagement and experience management and monitoring. With the increasing

	value of Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and the...
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